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Green World

Long hot summer
The Green World Festival
closes the summer of 2017
with a mega-party that will
offer 15 hours of music
and up to six DJs to complete what organisers have
described as the best lineup of its history.
Jamie Jones, Richy Ahmed,
Andrea Oliva, Matthias Tanzman, Beto Uña and Ben Simington will all perform on September 16, the day chosen for
the grand farewell to summer,
at the Amarilla Golf in San
Miguel de Abona and Papagayo Beach Club in Playa de
Las Américas.
The event will start at 3pm at
Amarilla Golf until midnight.
From there, anyone who wants
to continue the party can do
so until 6am at the Papagayo
Beach Club. If you buy a twin
ticket for both venues (€35),
transport is included.
At Amarilla Golf you will experience a special moment of
the Green World edition: a
back to back between Andrea

Andrea Oliva

Oliva and Matthias Tanzman.
In addition, on the 11th hole
you can enjoy the sessions of
Jamie Jones and Richy Ahmed.
Meanwhile, at Papagayo Beach
Club, in addition to Andrea
Oliva and Matthias Tanzman
(who are doubling up), Beto
Uña and Ben Simington will
also be present.
Jamie Jones is one of the best
assets of the British club scene.
His career began to move under
the Freak n Chic label, owned
by Frenchmen Dan Ghenacia
and David Duriez, where he
brought out the EP Amazon in
early 2006. Jamie is on the
books at Damian Lazarus, who
has called him several times
to produce for his label Crosstown Rebels, as well as other
commissions.
Richy Ahmed is at the forefront of the new batch of artists who are redefining house
music by mixing it with disco,
techno, funk, hip hop and
whatever comes to mind.
Generation and style-part-

ner of names such as Robert
James, Subb-an, Russ Yallop
and Maya Jane Coles, Ahmed
has quickly become a name
within the scene. Newcastleborn, although living in London, he forms part of the group
Hot Creations with Jamie
Jones and Lee Foss (creators
and owners of the group).
Matthias Tanzman has been
a DJ since 1996 and since
then has toured extensively.
With his companions Alexander Voigt and Mario Weise he
forms the trio Deep Drawn.
From a very early age, Andrea
Oliva had only had one thing
in his head - spinning vinyl.
Soon he began to train daily
in a record store, and by 14
years old he was performing in
front of audiences. Two years
later he was already the resident of a club where he shared
the cabin with artists such as
Little Louis Vega, Mousse T,
Ian Pooley, David Morales,
Carl Craig and Derrick May,
n
among others.

